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© Copyright TED DUCKWORTH 1996 - 2020. All rights reserved. Reproduction of the dictionary, in whole or in part, is expressly prohibited without the prior permission of Ted Duckworth in . Design by Peevish Web Design, Manchester. First edition September 1996. Updated 28 December 2020. If you
go on holiday to the UK, it will be helpful to have certain definitions of British slang. It's nice to know what locals say, and it makes it much easier to have a conversation without looking (and feeling) like a grieving one! British Meal As British Slang Definitions Open up to the delights of the English
language, especially the variety spoken where English began. You will have a blast and learn more than a few new words that might be ripe for import when you return home. UK jargon is nothing if not interesting. Scan through this list to familiarize yourself with some of the most popular colloquialisms
and catchphrases for expression, emotions and behavior. And, after a day of sightseeing, you can review some of the most interesting pieces of dialogue you've absorbed throughout the day. Ace - amazing, impressiveArse - buttocks, used in expressions like him is a pain in the culBarmy - crazy or
crazyBlimey - an exclamation of surpriseBlinding - fantasticBlinkered - narrow-mindedBloody - used to emphasize, as in, Are you bleeding mad? Bollocks - nonsense; a soft expression of anger/frustrationBonkers - crazyBrassed off - annoyedBrill - short for brilliant: cool, exceptionally goodCamp -
flamboyantCheeky - sassyCheesed off - annoying, annoyingChuffed - happy, complacencyCracking - the bestDaft - stupidDim - stupid, also dimwitDodgy - not to be trusted, unreliable, low qualityDolt - foolFancy - to like or wish Fiddlesticks - nonsense; a mild exclamationFit - sexy or sexyGobsmacked -
surprisedGormless - cluelessGutted - devastatedEdMuppet - a stupid or gullible personMug - silly, suckerNaff - uncool, tackyNarked - irritatedNumpty - a stupid person Out of your cart - behaving crazyPotty - a little crazy, looneyPrat - idiotShirty - bad-temperedSmart - well dressedSmashing -
terrificStonking - huge, amazingTwit - idiotWanker - annoying person Looking for a unique British slang to say, hey to add to your vault Have fun with these easy Words of British Slang. All right? - Common greeting to welcome friendsBloke - a person, similar to the Americanbotched type - something that
goes wrongBung - throw here, a bribeCheerio - friendly way of saying goodbyeChinwag - chat, gossipDiddle - to boot someone from Dishy - attractive personDoddle - a cinch, easyEasy peasy - easyFaff - waste time on an un importanced taskFulle of beans - full of energyGallivanting - roaming to seek
pleasureGander - look around call me on the phoneHonking - be sick, throwing upKnock off - to stealLeg - run, run, troubleNitwit - someone silly, offensivePinch - stealPissed - drunkPoppycock - nonsensePorkies - lies; say porkies means spreading liesRing - calling the phoneSnog - kicking, kissTa -
thanksTosser - showoff or braggartSwotting - for studying hard, cramWaffle - to talk about and about resWobbler - tantrum Explore other British slang words that might have Americans scratching their heads. Give these funny slang terms a whirlwind the next time you're out and about. Baccy -
tobaccoBagsy - screaming dibsBangers and mash - sausages and mashed potatoBog - toiletBog-standard - nothing specialBum - his lower handCack -clumsyChips - chips (chips) Chockablock - filled to the brimCobblers - silly leteriesFag - a cigaretteFlog - sellFlutter - a betGaff - homeGrub - foodKhazi -
toiletKip - napKnackered - tiredKnees up - a partyLoo - toiletMate - friendMush - face or mouthPeanuts - cheapPosh - high classQuid - British poundQueue - a line; queue up means going onlineRubbish - nonsense, fakeRugger - short for rugbyStarkers - nakedWonky - shaken or unstable - exhausted As
an English speaker, it's good to travel to countries where you can understand the language, like England, Scotland or Ireland. However, there is an obligation to be informal lingo that is un familiar in a new country. If in doubt, check out this list so you can keep your conversations easily. If you hear a word
that's not on this list, give a Cockney translator a chance. Cockney is the jargon of a certain London borough. After a quick review, you can go out confidently out there and make some new friends! For more fun, check out these common UK expressions. Certified Teacher British Slang is a source of
beautiful words that we don't normally use in the United States. Some are hilarious, some are rude and some are... Interesting. Here is our list of our 100 favorite words and phrases from British slang. Many times, it's not so much the word itself that's awesome – but using it so we've included what the
word means roughly in American. Note this your brief primer guide to english slang words and phrases. Perfect for planning your trip to the UK. There are some pretty rude words and phrases on this list – you've been warned! Top 100 Of Favorite Anglotopia British Slang Words and Phrases 1. Tosser -
Idiot 2. the chick - Screw up to 3. it. Give yourself a bell - Call 5. Blimey! My goodness 6. Wanker - Idiot 7. Gutted – Devastated 8. Bespoke - Made to measure 9. Proud 10. Fantasy - Like 11. Sod Off - Piss off 12. He lost the plot - Gone Crazy 13. Fortnight – Two weeks 14. Ordered - Arranged 15. Hoover
– Gap 16. Kip - Sleep or nap 17. Knees - Awesome 18. Know your onions - Knowledgeable 19. Dodgy - Suspect 20. Wonky – Not Good 21. Evil - Cool! 22. Whinge – Whine Whine Tad - Little 24. Tenner - £10 25. Fiver - £5 26. Skive – Lazy or avoid doing something 27. Toff - Upper class person 28.
Pointer - Customer / Client of 29. Scouser - Someone from Liverpool 30. Quid - £31. Taking the piss - Screw around 32. Angry – Drunk 33. Loo – Washbasin 34. Nicked - Stolen 35. Nutter - Crazy Person 36. Knackered – Tired 37. Gobsmacked – Amazed 38. Dog Bollocks - Awesome 39. Male – Male or
Friend 40. Bugger - Jerk 41. Bog Roll – Toilet paper 42. Bob is your uncle. 43. Clockwise - We say counterclockwise 44. C of E – Church of England 45. Trousers – Panties 46. Throw a spanner in the works - Screw up to 47. Zed - We say ZZZZZZZ 48. Absobloodylootely - YES! 49. Nosh - Food 50. One
out – Once only 51. Fights – Disorder 52. Arse-over-tit - Fall over 53. Brilliant! – Great! 54. Dog dinner – A disaster, a fiasco. 55. Up to it - Willing to have sex 56. On the stretch - Looking for sex 57. Redundant fact - Fired from a 58 job. Easy Peasy - Easy 59. See a man over a dog - Make a deal or take a
dump 60. Until Duff – Pregnant 61. DIY – Make it yourself home improvements 62. Chat – Flirt 63. Fit - Hot 64. Ass – Ass 65. Strawberry creams – Breasts 66. Cormorant – Screw 67. Gentleman sausage – Penis 68. Twigs and berries – Genitals 69. Fanny – Vagina 70. Bollocks – Balls 71. Ponce – Poser
72. Don't get your panties in a twist – You don't work until 73. Telly - Television 74. Bangers – Sausage 75. French fries – French fries 76. Cow Daft - 77. Do - Party 78. Uni – College/University 79. Starkers – Nude 80. Smeg – Red dwarf 81. Bits 'n Bobs - Various things 82. Anorak - A person strangely
interested in something 83. Fights - bad shape / plan gone wrong 84. I'm going to Bedfordshire - Go to bed 85. Her Majesty's pleasure - Being in jail 86. Horses for courses - It won't work for someone else 87. John Thomas - Penis 88. Plastered – Drunk 89. Meat and Two Vegetables – Genitals 90. Knob
head - / 91. Knob – Penis 92. Chav – White trash 93. It's monkeys outside - it's very cold 94. Bachelorette 95. Ace - Cool! 96. Plonker – 97. Dobber – Penis 98. BellEnd – Penis 99. Blighty – Great Britain 100. Garbage - Garbage or 'That sucks!' Did this list happen to you? It can be perfect at the time of
your trip. Then take a swipes of an Anglo-Utopian coup dictionary of British English - Brit Slang from A to Zed! What's your favorite? Let us know in the comments! You can also say that you are gutted if you don't accept yourself at your dream school, another area of difference between the British and the
Yankees. In American English, whether you're going to a university (usually a four-year school offering undergraduate degrees) or a (a school that offers graduate degrees), you often just say you're going to college or school. But in British English, when you talk about higher education, it's called uni, short
for college. Shortening jargon, as it happens, originates in Australia. To make it even more confusing, a university in British English could be the part of the Uni you're going to, as Christ Church is a university part of the larger Oxford University. This sense has some currency in the United States, since a
university has a College of Education or a College of Nursing. Back across the pond, a university may also be the school he attends from the age of 16 in preparation for Uni. The School in British English, meanwhile, is usually the term for pre-university education. Keeping all this straight almost requires
an advanced degree. This article was originally published by GB Mag. A weekly and digital magazine that helps international students learn more about the UK and settle faster. Ace – used to describe something that is awesome. A popular word in the north and among young people. Any road – when
you hear this, the person isn't asking you to choose a road! Most likely to replace it with either way and the context could be any road you're from China or Japan. A load of tosh – used to describe something that is not very good. For example, your teacher might describe your essay as a load of tosh....
Hard! A face of Kent - commonly used in Scotland when a person has seen a person they know, such as I saw some kent faces in the library. This language has nothing to do with the last name or place. It is taken from an old English word that means knowing. Adam and Eve - Cockney rhyming slang to
believe. You can Adam and Eve! B Bees knees - the phrase does not refer to bees or knees, but it is a language par excellence. It became popular in the 1920s, along with cat whiskers. Bite your arm, don't be alarmed if someone says that. No one is about to literally bite any part of his anatomy. It is
used to describe the will. For example, someone might tell you to bite your arm if you offer to write your essay. Brassed off – considering the British are good at hiding their emotions we still have plenty of words to describe when we're not happy with something. One of whom is brassed off. Bits 'n Bobs –
used these days when you mean you have a strange selection of things, for example, you could say I have a few bits'n bobs in the fridge. I'll see what I can do. However, it was originally used to describe the loose change in the pocket. Bob is his uncle - the origins of this saying and how today they differ.
The saying originally meant that you could accomplish anything or do anything if you had the right connections because it occurred after the 20th British Prime Minister, British, Salisbury, famously appointed nephew in a major political office for which he lacked the relevant experience. Today it is most
commonly used to say that everything is fine. C Cheerio - It's not just a breakfast cereal, but also one of the many words used to say goodbye to the UK. Ta ta is popular in the north of England and will also feel later and see us. Cheesed off – it's a peculiar euphemism to be unhappy. Obviously, you'd be
unhappy if your cheese went away! It can be used in casual and formal situations, for example, someone might say I'm cheese out who ate the last piece of cake. Chin wag - means having a long talk and its origins come from a Welsh word meaning empty. It is believed the word originates from a pub in
north Wales where the owner would make sure people drank more than they intended by hanging around with a jug of ale and toppling peoples glasses saying chin salary - which is Welsh for their cup is empty. D Don't teach your grandmother to suck eggs - you can hear someone more senior in years
saying this to a younger person when they feel the young man is being disrespectful thinking they can teach the older person something. Dishy – used to describe someone who is attractive. Don't cry about spilled milk – someone can say this if you get something wrong or really spill or break something.
The essence of the saying is that you don't have to worry about it. The cow Daft –is used among friends and is an affectionate way to mock a friend when they have done or said something silly. Note that the meaning changes dramatically when you say this to a stranger! The donkey years - Apparently
the donkey has been living for a long time, so when someone says I haven't seen you for donkey they're saying they haven't seen you in a long time. Diving – Used to describe a place that is not very nice. Someone can tell you It's a dive, but drinks are cheap E Easy peasy – A fun, childish way to
express something is easy to do or understand. We dare to use it the next time your teacher explains something. Effing and blinding - this expression is used to describe someone who is using unpleasant language. For example, you could feel She was so angry that she was effing and blinding all the way
home! Eejit – an Irish pronunciation of the word. Elevenses – a mid-morning snack before lunch that usually includes a cup of tea and a biscuit. Earful – is an expression used to describe someone being explained. For example, you can hear someone say Have an ear to be so strong last night. F Full of
beans - full of beans means someone is very energetic and vivacious. shouting out loud – This is a replacement for a rude word. For example, discover that your bike has a flat tire and shouts Oh, to shout out loud! Faff around – If you're pretending around it looks busy, but you're getting very little. For
example: I told him to stop fading and wash dishes. Flogging a dead horse – to try to find a solution to a problem that is unsolvable. For example: You're making a dead horse asking Martha to move to the UK - she hates rain G Going to a do - student life wouldn't be student life without a fair dose of
parties and if someone invites you to make you say yes because they invite you to a party! Gobsmacked - if you are puzzled you are amazed by something or someone. In a good or bad way! Grub - is the jargon for food and comes from the old English word meaning 'dig'. The association with food
digging was transformed into the jargon we use today. Gobby – is used to describe someone who talks a lot and has a lot of opinions, and not necessarily in a good way. H Hammered – is the slang word used to describe someone who is very drunk. You can tell someone is tipsy if they seem to be a bit
drunk. Horses for courses – this is a popular saying that means we all have different tastes and what is right for one person is not necessarily suitable for someone else. Hunky-dory – it's just a cool way to say something is right! I've come over all peculiar – it's a peculiar saying used to describe someone
who goes wrong very quickly. I'm not being funny, but I don't have it all day – this is a popular saying in Wales and it just means hurrying up! I'm easy – next time you're in a restaurant and your friends are debating what to ask just to say order anything. I'm easy. This is a sign that you are happy with what
to ask for. I'm going to Bedfordshire - it's rhyming slang for when someone is tired and wants to go to bed. Do you get it? It's brass monkeys outside - it's used when it's bitterly cold. The origins of this saying refer to the brass handles on the doors that get very cold. This bit makes sense, but the bit of
monkeys in this saying is puzzling, even for the British. J Jammy – if you are a lucky person you could be described as flukey or jam. Jim jams - it's slang for pyjamas and as a student you'll feel I think it's time to put on my jim jams and get into bed - I'm exhausted! - a lot! Jar - it's the jargon of a pint of
beer. For example: We meet after the conference of a few jars. Jiffy – this is an essentially British saying that means you will do something immediately. You could say that to show that Interested, for example: If you're cooking dinner I'll be there in a jiffy. K Knees Up - if anyone says they went to a right
knee over the weekend they are talking a wild party. Your answer should be why I haven't been invited? Kerfuffle – is a stir or concussion. For example: What is the whole kerfuffle about? I'm only two hours late! Keep your hair on – can you lose your hair if you get too angry or get excited? This is what
this language suggests. For example: Keep your hair on – Just accidentally deleted your thesis. Kip - means sleeping L Last order - will be heard bar staff, in pubs, shouting this and ringing a bell at 11pm or 10.30pm on Sunday to let guests know they have 20 minutes to finish their drinks. Lurgy – if
anyone has the lurgy stay away. This means that they are sick and possibly contagious. Let down – you can use it in a multitude of ways and it means you thought the experience wasn't good. For example: This film was a let down Lairy - used to describe a strong person/trash. For example: Tom gets a
little lai after a few drinks. Leave it out – it means you want someone to stop doing or say something you find annoying or annoying. M Die-cut – if someone describes themselves as die-cut it means they are rich, so become your best friend right away! Mitts – a mitten is a kind of glove. But the British
have shortened the word and made it slang for hands. For example: I would love to get my mites on a new camera! Keep in mind that your P and Q – means being on your best behavior. For example: My parents are very conservative – mind your p and q. Miffed – it's another way of saying they're
confused or upset. For example: She is very unwell who has not been invited to the party. N It's not my cup of tea – it's a saying used when something isn't to your liking. For example: My boyfriend loves football, but it's not my cup of tea. Numpty - if someone does or says something inappropriate, wrong
or a little silly they might hear a British saying You numpty you've got your T-shirt on the back. Naff – used to describe something that is bad taste or inferior. Example: I don't like my flat, the furniture is a bit naff. Nosh – it's the jargon for food. For example: Will we get some nosh before our conference? Or
Old Chestnut - if you tell the same joke or story too many times your bored friends can say oh no this old chestnut back in a sarcastic voice. On the whip - it means drinking excessive amounts of alcohol and you can hear the British saying: Are you out on the whip tonight? Oh my funny aunt - it's another
expression of Oh, my God! i used to show concussion or surprise. One out - an expression used to describe something unique. For example: I bought this unique dress from a student Fashion. Odds and sods – another way to say bits and pieces. For example: My glasses were in the drawer with all the
odds and sods. P Piece of cake - a something like a piece of cake means that you think it's easy to make. For example, you could say that this trial is a piece of cake. Pip pip - an old way of saying goodbye. Plonk – used to describe wine and the reference is that it is not the best quality wine. Porkies - if
you are accused of telling a porkie it is serious. It means someone thinks you're lying. The saying comes from an old Cockney rhyme that used pork pies and replaced cakes, with lies and was later shortened to porkies. Put a sock on it – If you've had enough of someone talking you can tell them to put a
sock on it. It's totally ok to use among friends, but even you think your teacher is having a little time we advise you to keep the thought to yourself! Q Quid - is the jargon for the pound sterling. Queenie - an affectionate term the British use to refer to Queen Elizabeth II (the current queen) Quasimodo - is
cockney rhyming slang for soda water. Quack – is the jargon of a doctor who is suspected of not ingesting the correct grades of the queen mother – is rhyming cockney slang for the back (bum). Queen of the South - is Cockney rhyming slang for her mouth. R Reem – is the slang for something that is
nice, good or fresh and originates from Essex. In fact, to learn to speak Essex you have to see the only way is Essex. Range – it's the jargon of something that's horrible, in bad taste or actually smells unpleasant. Rinse - can be used in a couple of ways. The first is whether you defeat someone in an
argument, fight or other competition. The second context is when someone pays over the odds for something. Rosie lee – is cockney rhyming slang for a cup of tea. S See a man over a dog - it's what you say when you joke you don't want to reveal where you're going, like going to the toilet. Stop fading: if
you hear that and address you. Finish what you're doing fast! The implication is that you are taking too long or you are not doing it efficiently. Skive – If you don't want to go to this 9am (understandable) conference or rather spend the afternoon in the student union then suggest jumping to a couple of like-
minded people, but be prepared to be labelled a skier by your most studious class fellows. Shirt – it's a way of describing someone who is bad tempered. Stitched - it's when someone has taken advantage of you. For example, when a classmate appoints you to direct a presentation, you can certainly
claim that they have been sewn up. Shagged – This can mean a number of things a little rougher than others. But the most common use is when someone is expressing how tired they are. T Taking the piss – If you hear this being used it means that one person is amazed by what another person is doing
or saying. Throw a spanner in the works - chances are listen to this saying when something goes or someone makes a mistake. Tickety-boo – means ok and may have originated from a Hindi word which means everything is fine. It's one of those good sound words you'll hear when someone wants to
express that everything is going exceptionally well. The offie - The off-licence is the equivalent of an American convenience store, licensed to sell alcohol. Trundle – means moving slowly and clumsy. U Umpteen – means a relatively large amount, but not specified, of something and is usually used when
someone is upset. For example, you can hear a Briton saying: For the umpteenth time, I told him I'm not going to take the dog for a walk! For this – slang to be enthusiastic / willing to participate. For example: I like bowling, I'm up to it tonight. Uncle ned - slang for bed Tying up the spout - when you've lost
something like money. For example, Everything I gained during the summer has gone up the spout trying to keep this floor warm. Under the cosh - it is used when you feel under pressure or restricted. For example: She is under the cosh to deliver this project on time. V Valley - an expression used to
describe the people of Wales, due to the number of valleys (which is the low area between hills) in Wales. V.A.T – is the jargon of vodka and tonic. Veg-out - it's the jargon to relax. As a student, you will want to veg-out every time you have submitted an essay. To veg-out correctly you have to order pizza
and find a really naff movie to watch in your jim-jams. Vibe – is the jargon of feelings, atmosphere, mood. For example, you can go to a club and say I like the atmosphere here the music is reem. Vino – is the jargon of cheap wine. W Watering hole - this is one of many slang words for a Wonky pub - is
another word for shaken or unstable. You can use it to refer to a person or object. For example, you could say that a chair has a wonky leg. Wangle – means getting or doing something that is a little deviant. For example: I did an extension of my essay telling the teacher that my cat died. Wee - it's a
Scottish word for little ones. In England it is an understoemism for urine. Confused? Don't be. If a Scottish person says they want a drink they want a whiskey. If an Englishman says they want a wee to direct them to the nearest toilet! Wind-up – If you end someone means that you are teasing or tuning in.
Well into this – expression used when someone is in problem X-ray eyes – you could use the expression you have X-ray eyes to question what a friend is telling you. For example, How do you know Yinbo ate the rest of the pizza - do you have X-ray eyes? Xtra – is used to describe something that is very
good. You may feel that double chip chocolate ice cream Xtra! And your round – if you go to a pub with a group of friends you're more likely than one will buy the whole group a drink. This will continue until all members of the group have purchased a drink. If it's your turn someone can say It's your round.
You are a goalkeeper – used affectionately to describe someone who is nice or someone who has a good attribute. For example, you might hear You Can Cook – you're a keeper. You what – mostly the British use this when they haven't heard or understood what was said. Sometimes it could be used
when someone disagrees with you. You will know what it is for its tone and body language. Yakking – used to describe someone who talks too much about things that are not of interest to you. Example: My teacher wouldn't stop doing it over and over again today. Yonks – when you haven't seen someone
for a long time. Example: God, I haven't been to a conference for yonks! Yank my chain – if you mock someone about something they are sensitive about they could tell you to stop kicking my chain to tell you to stop it. Z Zonked – used when someone is asleep or by someone who is expressing that they
are super tired. Zebra crossing - is often used to describe black and white horizontal markings on the road where pedestrians can cross. Grab a few Zzzzzzzzzzzz – used when you want to go to sleep. Sleep.
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